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CharlotteやJohnson╇やnelaやMilić╇や 
VANESA CASTÁN BROTO 

History, Memory and Everyday Environmentalism.  
The Case of New Belgrade 

Abstract. The authors study experiences of the urban environment in New Belgrade and 
argue for an understanding of how environmental movements were mobilised and medi-
ated by urban environments. In particular, they focus on the perceptions that have emerged 
through historical processes of state-driven urban development and urban appropriation 
by the population when the state retreated. Today, future visions of the city-to-be intersect 
with the lived reality of contradictions between memory, the production of public space, and 
its marketisation. Thus by engaging with memories of the production of the urban environ-
ment╇やtheやdiUcultiesやfacedやinやamemptsやatやredeRningやenvironmentalやrelationsやwithinやtheやcityや
are highlighted and a broader sense of what can constitute an environmental movement is  
achieved.

CharlomeやJohnson is a research associate at the Institute for Sustainable Resources at the 
University College London.

NelaやMilićやis a lecturer at the Media and Performing Arts School at Middlesex University in 
London and has also pursued a versatile arts and media career.

Vanesa Castán Broto isやaやseniorやlecturerやatやtheやBartlemやDevelopmentやPlanningやUnitやatやtheや
University College London.

Introduction

inやthisやpaper╇やweやargueやthatやtheやgrowthやandやeTectivenessやofやenvironmentalや
movements in the western Balkans needs to be assessed in relation to the social, 
political, and material histories in which they emerged. In line with our example 
of urban development in New Belgrade (Novi Beograd) and local memories of its 
construction during the socialist era as well as its reinvention in post-socialist 
times╇やweやdemonstrateやthatやspeciRcやurbanやhistoriesやshapeやtoday‒sやperceptionsや
of both the built environment and the possibilities for environmental activism 
in New Belgrade.
MarioやDianiやdeRnedやenvironmentalやmovementsやasやnetworksや thatや involveや

individuals and organisations in collective action on the basis of a shared iden-

südosteuropaやｶｳや〉ｲｰｱｵ《╇やno╆わｳ╇やpp╆わｴｶｷまｴｹｰ
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tity.1 This emphasises a link between environmental movements and a rise in 
environmental consciousness. From this perspective, social movements incor-
porate both formal organisations and instances of spontaneous protest, but they 
are not reducible to either.2やMuchやeTortやhasやgoneやintoやexplainingやtheやkindやofや
ties that characterise such networks and what makes the movements actually 
】move‒╆3 However, challenges to the assumption of a universal environmental 
consciousnessやariseやfromやtheやrecognitionやofやaや】diversityやofやenvironmentalisms‒╆ｴ 
Engaging with this diversity entails understanding environmental movements 
inや relationや toや theやparticularや semingsや inやwhichや theyや emergeやandや toやpracticalや
experiences of everyday environmentalism. Environmental politics emerges 
inやthisやcontextやasやanやexpressionやofやpeople‒sやrelationshipやtoやtheirやlocalやenviron-
ment╆やitやcanやbeやexploredやthroughやpeople‒sやinterpretationsやofやtheirやabilityやtoやactや
on or through the environment and produce areas they want to live in. This 
approach focuses on local forms of civic participation rather than ideal types 
of environmental movements.

Our paper emerges from within a call for theories that address the social and 
culturalやspeciRcitiesやofやCentralやandやeastやeuropeanや〉Cee《やcontextsやofやeverydayや
environmentalism.5 Belgrade is a city archetype in which these theories can be 
reSectedやupon╆やinやtheやformerやYugoslavia╇や theやenvironmentalやchallengesやthatや
ledやtoやpublicやoutrageやatやtheやendやofやtheやｱｹｸｰsやposedやaやfundamentalやquestionやtoや
the urbanisation and industrialisation model extolled during socialism. Urban 
environmentalism in the western Balkans did not reproduce the processes of 
environmental awareness in other countries.6 Rather, it has emerged in relation 
to a history of local participation in the construction of urban neighbourhoods 
andやtoやYugoslavia‒sやviolentやdissolutionやduringやtheやｱｹｹｰs╆やtheseやmemoriesやandや
experiencesやshapeやcitizens‒やactionsやandやambitionsやinやtheやcontemporaryやperiod╆

1  Mario Diani╇やtheやConceptやofやsocialやMovement╇やThe Sociological Reviewやｴｰ╇やno╆わｱや〉ｱｹｹｲ《╇やｱまｲｵ╆
2ややChristopherやrootesわのわrobertやBrulle╇やenvironmentalやMovements╇やin╈やDavidやa╆わsnowやetやal╆╇や

eds╇やtheやWileyまBlackwellやencyclopediaやofやsocialやandやPoliticalやMovements╇やhobokenのnJやｲｰｱｴ╇や
hmp╈ののonlinelibrary╆wiley╆comのdoiのｱｰ╆ｱｰｰｲのｹｷｸｰｴｷｰｶｷｴｸｷｱ╆wbespmｴｶｴのfull╆

3  Clare Saunders, Using Social Network Analysis to Explore Social Movements. A Relational 
Approach, Social Movement Studiesやｶ╇やno╆わｳや〉ｲｰｰｷ《╇やｲｲｷまｲｴｳ╉やMonicaやDiやGregorio╇やnetworkingや
inや environmentalや Movementや organisationや Coalitions╆や interest╇や Valuesや orや Discourse′╇や
Environmental Politicsやｲｱ╇やno╆わｱや〉ｲｰｱｲ《╇やｱまｲｵ╆

ｴややBrianやDohertyわのわtimothyやDoyle╇やBeyondやBorders╆やtransnationalやPolitics╇やsocialやMovementsや
and Modern Environmentalisms, Environmental Politicsやｱｵ╇やno╆わｵや〉ｲｰｰｶ《╇やｶｹｷまｷｱｲ╆

5ややMichaelやl╆やsmithわのわPetrやJehlička╇やenvironmentalやValuesやinやCentralやandやeasternやeurope╆や
Perspectives from East and West, Czech Sociological Reviewやｴｸ╇やno╆わｳや〉ｲｰｱｲ《╇やｶｰｹまｶｱｹ╇やhmp╈のの
sreview╆soc╆cas╆czのuploadsのebbfｴbcｹｴeｰｶbeｳcｵｱｲｰaｰfｸｵｲｷｸbｴｶｰｰｱaｵｸdaｱいｶｰｹまｶｱｹ╆pdf╆やallや
internet references were accessed on 10 September 2015.

6ややWilliamやMarkham╇やenvironmentalやorganizationsやinやModernやGermany╆やhardyやsurvivorsや
inやtheやtwentiethやCenturyやandやBeyond╇やnewやYorkやetやal╆やｲｰｱｳ╆
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This article draws from insights generated through the BG LOG: Memorijalni 

arhiv Beogradaや〉MemoryやarchiveやofやBelgrade《やproject╇やledやbyやartistやnelaやMilićや
and run by Kulturklammer. Centre for Cultural Interactions, a Belgrade-based 
civilやsocietyやorganisationやwithやtheやmissionやtoやinciteやcitizens‒やparticipationやandや
to activate cultural resources in sustainable development through implement-
ingやdiverseやactionsやinやtheやReldやofやculture╆やinやｲｰｱｳ╇やKulturklammer ran a series 
ofやBGやloGやworkshopsやtoやbringやtogetherやBelgradersやtoやreminisceやaboutやtheirや
city‒sや changesや andや toや recordや theseや sharedやmemories╆やtheやprojectや includedや
workshops, performances, and interviews with local residents as a means to 
support community cohesion and engage citizens in the development of their 
neighbourhoods. The project entailed collaboration and dialogue between 
senior citizens and young people. Participants were recruited through local 
secondaryやschools╇やpensioners‒やcentresやandやwordやofやmouth╆やtheやinitialやphaseや
of the project established twelve workshops with 25 participants. The second 
phase involved 100 participants in another fourteen more loosely structured 
workshops. The structure of the workshops and methods applied—group and 
individual interviews, discussions, narration, creative writing, practical work 
withやdigitalやmediaめwereやdeRnedやinやadvance╇やbutやtheやteamやofやthreeやresearchersや
was responsive to the needs and interests of the participants. A compendium of 
collective memories was compiled and made available online in an interactive 
map.ｷやFurthermore╇やasやaやmeansやtoやvisuallyやillustrateやtheseやmemories╉やimagesや
from a digital collection created by an informal Facebook group called ‘Old 
picturesやofやnewやBelgrade‒や〉Stare Slike Novog Beograda) are used to underline 
personalやreSectionsやinやthisやarticle╆やtheやgroupやisやaやforumやforやFacebookやusersやtoや
post their own photos of the area and provides an informal record of how New 
Belgrade has developed.
theやdevelopmentやofやnewやBelgradeやwasやaやkeyやtopicやinやtheやBGやloGやproject╆や

Today, New Belgrade includes large residential neighbourhoods, business dis-
tricts, and shopping malls, but the area had been a vacant marshland until the 
endやofやtheやｱｹｴｰs╆やolderやparticipantsやwhoやhadやlivedやthroughやtheやdevelopmentやofや
New Belgrade discussed its construction, its integration into the city as a thriv-
ingやsuburb╇やandやitsやdeclineやinやtheやpostまsocialistやperiod╆やtheseやreSectionsやonやtheや
area‒sやevolutionやshowedやpeople‒sやpersonalやconnectionsやtoやtheやpoliticalやprojectや
of building socialism. Their memories also showed how people experienced 
the decline and collapse of the socialist political economy and, in so doing, 
framed contemporary perceptions of the urban environment and possibilities 
to mobilise.
ourやanalysisやofやtheやBGやloGやmemoriesやshowsやthreeやperiodsやofやengagementや

withやtheやbuiltやenvironmentやinやnewやBelgrade╈やbuildingやsocialismやafterやtheやsecondや

ｷややBGやloG╈やMemorijalniやarhivやBeograda╇やMapa╇やhmp╈ののwww╆kulturklammer╆orgのbglogま
mapaの.
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WorldやWar╇やtheやendやofやsocialismやinやtheやlateやｱｹｸｰs╇やandやtheやpopularやmovementsや
thatやhaveやshapedやtheやpostまMiloševićやeraやinやtheやearlyやｲｰｰｰs╆やtheやmemoriesやshowや
thatやhistoryや inSuencesやcontemporaryやperceptionsやofや theやurbanやenvironmentや
as well as opinions about what action can be deployed in the current context. 
This allows us to discuss an urban politics of the built environment which pro-
vides the material basis for the establishment of civic relationships but lacks 
a homogeneous shared identity and a strong capacity for action, in contrast to 
Diani‒sやdeRnitionやofやsocialやmovements╆やBGやloGやhasやbeenやanやactivistやprojectや
that emphasised multiple views and identities as a means to build a collectively 
owned city.
inやtheやfollowing╇やweやRrstやsituateやourやargumentやinやtheやcontextやofやdebatesやaboutや

mobilisation in the urban environment in the western Balkans. We then include 
a partial and highly context-dependent history of citizen participation in the 
construction of New Belgrade, as revealed through the personal histories from 
theやBGやloGやproject╆やthirdly╇やweやanalyseやcontemporaryやperceptionsやofやtheやurbanや
environment and how doorstep issues inspire mundane forms of environmen-
talやactivism╆やandやRnally╇やweやexamineやhowやmemoriesやofやpastやactionsやmayやhelpや
reignite a sentiment of care for the challenges posed by the need to cope with 
what the neighbourhood represents today. 

Mobilisation and the Urban Environment  
in the Western Balkans

The political project of building socialism in postwar Eastern Europe was 
bound up with processes of industrialisation and urbanisation, leading French 
andやhamiltonや toや argueや thatや socialismやproducedや speciRcallyや socialistやurbanや
environments.ｸ The end of socialism has been loosely interpreted as a struggle 
over environmental issues resulting from the industrialisation and urbanisation 
of this period. Pavlínek and Pickles have argued that 

ifやtheやvelvetやrevolutionsやthatやsweptやacrossやCeeやinやｱｹｸｹやwere╇やinやtheやRrstやinstance╇や
struggles for democracy, they were also at root cries of desperation from people 
fearfulやforやtheやdeteriorationやofやtheやenvironmentやandやtheirやchildren‒sやandやtheirやownや
health.ｹ

The rapid deterioration of the environment combined with the lack of institu-
tional capacity to address the visible problems and involve citizens in environ-
mental decision making led to ‘a gradual groundswell of dissent over natural 

ｸややrichardやantonyやFrenchわのわF╆わe╆やianやhamilton╇やeds╇やtheやsocialistやCity╆やspatialやstructureやandや
UrbanやPolicy╇やnewやYorkやｱｹｷｹ╆

ｹややPetrやPavlínekわのわJohnやPickles╇やenvironmentalやtransitions╆やtransformationやandやecologicalや
DefenceやinやCentralやandやeasternやeurope╇やlondon╇やnewやYorkやｲｰｰｰ╇やｱｲｷ╆
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resourceやuseやandやecologicalやpollutionやthatやwouldやculminateやinやtheやlateやｱｹｸｰs‒╆10 
What is less understood is what kind of environmental politics were played 
out in urban neighbourhoods where environmental experiences were tied to 
aやnumberやofやmundaneや】doorstep‒やissuesやsuchやasやnoise╇やwaste╇やandやtheやcontrolやofや
accessやtoやspace╆やByやtheやｱｹｸｰs╇やtheseやcivicやexperiencesやofやdoorstepやenvironmentalや
issuesやwereやinterpretedやasやaやmanifestationやofやtheやinadequacyやofやinstitutionsやtoや
distribute resources justly alongside the social impact of the contraction of the 
state-managed economy.

The environment was a point of dissent within the broader call for democ-
ratisation.11やYet╇やwhenやinternationalやnonまgovernmentalやorganisationsや〉nGos《や
andやinstitutionsやlinkedやtoやtheやeuropeanやUnionやSockedやtoやtheやWesternやBalkansやinや
theやlateやｱｹｹｰsやtheyやoftenやassumedやaやlandscapeやemptyやofやsocialやmobilisation╇やletや
alone around environmental issues, and lamented the absence of civil society.12 
internationalやnGosやadvocatingやenvironmentalやactionやranやcoursesやforやwouldまbeや
activists, which brought in alien concepts, such as environmental justice (the 
formulation of environmental issues in relation to civil rights), which were read-
ily adopted in the newly established environmental organisations. The work 
ofやinternationalやnGosやinやtheやwesternやBalkansやshouldやbeやcommendedやwhereや
their involvement in environmental action has clearly improved the wellbeing 
of citizens.13 However, some commentators have pointed out that they played 
a role in the reformulation of environmental policy objectives away from local 
concerns╆やimportedやforeignやdiscoursesやobliteratedやtheやquotidianやbutやneverthelessや
eTectiveやlocalやexperiencesやofやgrassrootsやmobilisationやwithinやspeciRcやenviron-
ments, to the detriment of local environmental knowledge.ｱｴ

Drivenやbyや theやpolicyやrequirementsやsetやbyや theやprospectやofやaccessionや toや theや
European Union, debates on environmental mobilisation in Central and East 
European countries have focused on the changing role of civil society and the 
extentやtoやwhichやexistingやpoliciesやhaveやbeenやeTectiveやtoやimproveやofやenvironmentalや
quality╆やtheやtwinやhistoriesやofやtheやregionめecologyやandやenvironmentalやpoliticsめ
areやdescribedやinやthreeやstepsやrelatedやtoやｱ《やtheやsocialistやlegacy╉やｲ《やtheやtransitionや
experience╉やandやｳ《や theやcontemporaryやconjunctureやandやaspirations╇や includingや

10  Saska Petrova, Communities in Transition. Protected Nature and Local People in Eastern 
andやCentralやeurope╇やFarnhamやetやal╆やｲｰｱｴ╇やｸｶ╆

11ややJoannやCarminわのわadamやFagan╇やenvironmentalやMobilisationやandやorganisationsやinやPostま
Socialist Europe and the Former Soviet Union, Environmental Politicsやｱｹ╇やno╆わｵや〉ｲｰｱｰ《╇やｶｸｹまｷｰｷ╆

12ややadamやFagan╇やGlobalむlocalやlinkageやinやtheやWesternやBalkans╆やtheやPoliticsやofやenvironmentalや
Capacity Building in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Political Studiesやｵｶ╇やno╆わｳや〉ｲｰｰｸ《╇やｶｲｹまｶｵｲ╆

13ややVanesaやCastánやBroto╇やenvironmentalやConSicts╇やresearchやProjectsやandやtheやGenerationやofや
Collective Expectations. A Case Study of a Land Regeneration Project in Tuzla, Bosnia and 
Herze govina, Public Understanding of Scienceやｲｱ╇やno╆わｴや〉ｲｰｱｲ《╇やｴｳｲまｴｴｶ╆

ｱｴややJoannやCarminわのわPetrやJehlička╇やByやtheやMassesやorやforやtheやMasses′やtheやtransformationやofや
Voluntary Action in the Czech Union for Nature Protection, Voluntas. International Journal of 
VoluntaryやandやNonproRtやOrganizationsやｱｶ╇やno╆わｴや〉ｲｰｰｵ《╇やｳｹｷまｴｱｶ╆
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theやlackやofやcontemporaryやamentionやtoやenvironmentalやissuesやinやtheやregionやfromや
within academic debates. However, while there are some commonalities in the 
countries of CEE, empirical evidence has demonstrated the need to take a nu-
anced view on the diversity of transformations, both because of their distinct 
legacies and the way multiple transitions played out.

In the western Balkans, the socialist legacy relates to how the centralised 
management of the economy and the intensity of exploitation of natural re-
sources led to widespread pollution, on the one hand, and the extent to which 
the lack of participation of citizens in government led to a generalised apathy 
with regard to the environment, on the other. Western Balkan cities exemplify 
the best and the worst aspects of environmental management under the social-
istやsystem╆やasやindustryやconcentratedやinやcities╇やtheseやsuTeredやtheやworstやshareやofや
environmental pollution. Simultaneously, there were extensive investments in 
public transport and district heating systems. Urban form as such was tightly 
controlled into compact spatial structures.15 In relation to citizen participation, 
theやformerやYugoslaviaやmaintainedやaやsystemやwhichやexistedやoutsideやtheやsovietや
sphere of interest and, in comparison with other states in the region, it was more 
openやtoやeconomicやcompetitionやandやbomomまupやinやgovernance╇やwithやaやspeciRcや
variety of self-management.16やinやthisやseming╇やaやrelativelyやactiveやenvironmentalや
conservation movement developed.ｱｷ Carmin and Fagan argue that by the late 
ｱｹｸｰsやaやdivisionやhadやemergedやbetweenやpartyまsponsoredやenvironmentalやorgani-
sations and radical pockets of activism that linked environmental pollution to 
structural problems in the political system.
asやtheやstateやandやtheやideaやofやYugoslaviaやfellやapart╇やdiTerentやprocessesやshapedや

civilやsociety╆やinやBosniaやafterやtheやendやofやtheやcivilやwarやinやｱｹｹｵ╇やmanyやnGosやop-
eratedやunderやtheやassumptionやthatやtheやconSictやhadや】destroyedやanyやvestigesやofや
scientiRcやknowまhow╇や conservationismやandやcollectiveやactionやworthや salvagingや
from the socialist period that could be positively deployed in defense of the 
environment‒╆ｱｸやinやserbia╇やcivilやsocietyやbecameやvisibleやatやtheやendやofやtheやｱｹｹｰsや
withやaやwaveやofやsocialやmobilisationやthatやledやtoやtheやfallやofやslobodanやMilošević╆や
International support for civil society development was channeled through 
human rights organisations. Some commentators at the turn of the millennium 
expressed their concerns about the extent to which internationally sponsored 
nGosやactuallyやcapturedやpublicやsentiments╇やalthoughやcrossまcountryやresearchや
showsやthatやperceptionsやofやnGosやpresentやdiTerentやambiguitiesやwhichやshouldや

15  Petrova, Communities in Transition.
16  Petrova, Communities in Transition.
ｱｷややCarminわのわFagan╇やenvironmentalやMobilisationやandやorganisations╆
ｱｸややFagan╇やGlobalむlocalやlinkageやinやtheやWesternやBalkans╆
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be read within their operating context.ｱｹやYet╇やwithや respectや toやenvironmentalや
movements, the assumption of an empty governance landscape was deployed 
to the detriment of existing forms of mobilisation and environmental knowledge 
thatやdeRedやtheやanalysesやofやwhatやkindやofやcivilやsocietyやisやeTectiveやinやtheやcontextや
of Western European countries.20やForやexample╇やdemocratisationやeTortsやforやtheや
most part ‘ignored the mass organisations, state-sponsored interest groups, and 
quasiまindependentやassociationsやinやexistenceやforやmanyやyears‒╆21

The European Union has had a central impact on the formation of environ-
mentalやmovementsやinやCentralやandやeasternやeurope╇やinSuencingやbothやtheやtopicsや
and the means for activism.22やMoreover╇やtheやeUやhasやnotやjustやinSuencedやenviron-
mental policies, but also national politics through, for example, conditionality 
mechanisms.23 Joining the European Union provided impetus for mobilisation, 
even in the countries in the western Balkans, where accession prospects were 
rather uncertain.ｲｴやYet╇や theやformsやofやcivilやsocietyやpromotedやbyやtheやeuropeanや
Union, which are recognised in the application of tools such as environmental 
impact assessment, have not provoked a move away from command and control 
models of environmental management.25やMoreover╇やwesternまstyleやnGosやhaveや
not mobilised a great wave of public support and, in order to survive, many 
have instead become think tanks engaged in advocacy and consultancy and 
moved away from grass roots work. People who were already organised in 
networks and local groups felt excluded from these new forms of civil society. 
These dynamics have halted political opportunities for environmental activism.26 

Are there forms of environmental mobilisation outside these conventional 
modelsやofや civilや society′やanやunderstandingやofや citiesや asや shapedやbyや 】everydayや
urbanism‒やfocusesやonやurbanやcitizensやasやtheやkeyやagentsやofやchangeやinやtheやbuiltや

ｱｹややÅseやB╆やGrødeland╇やPublicやPerceptionsやofやnonまGovernmentalやorganisationsやinやserbia╇や
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Macedonia, Communist and Post-Communist Studiesやｳｹ╇やno╆わｲや
〉ｲｰｰｶ《╇やｲｲｱまｲｴｶ╆

20ややFagan╇やGlobalむlocalやlinkageやinやtheやWesternやBalkans╆
21ややCarminわのわJehlička╇やByやtheやMassesやorやforやtheやMasses′╇やｳｹｷ╆
22ややBrendanやhicks╇やsemingやagendasやandやshapingやactivism╆やeUやinSuenceやonやCentralやandや

Eastern European Environmental Movements, Environmental Politicsやｱｳ╇やno╆わｱや〉ｲｰｰｴ《╇やｲｱｶまｲｳｳ╆
23ややadamやFagan╇やeUやConditionalityやandやGovernanceやinやBosniaや╄やhercegovina╆やenvironmentalや

Regulation of the Trans-European Road Network, Europe-Asia Studiesやｶｳ╇やno╆わｱｰや〉ｲｰｱｱ《╇やｱｸｸｹま
ｱｹｰｹ╆

ｲｴややPavlínekわのわPickles╇やenvironmentalやtransitions╆
25ややCarminわのわFagan╇やenvironmentalやMobilisationやandやorganisations╉やadamやFaganわのわindraneelや

sircar╇やComplianceやWithoutやGovernance╆やtheやroleやofやnGosやinやenvironmentalやimpactやassessま
mentやProcessesやinやBosniaむherzegovina╇やEnvironmental Politicsやｱｹ╇やno╆わｴや〉ｲｰｱｰ《╇やｵｹｹまｶｱｶ╆

26ややadamやFaganわのわindraneelやsircar╇やenvironmentalやPoliticsやinやtheやWesternやBalkans╆やriverや
BasinやManagementやandやnonまGovernmentalやorganisationや〉nGo《やactivityやinやherzegovina╇や
Environmental Politicsやｱｹ╇やno╆わｵや〉ｲｰｱｰ《╇やｸｰｸまｸｳｰ╆
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environment.ｲｷやCitizens‒や routineやactionsや coまevolveやwithや theやurbanやecologiesや
that sustain the city. For example, research on everyday experiences on envi-
ronmental pollution in Bosnia and Herzegovina has shown how communities 
mobilise using a range of resources from individual experiences of the landscape 
to international discourses of environmental justice.ｲｸ Similarly, this mobilisa-
tion can be found in other urban areas in the western Balkans.

Burningham and Thrush argue that environmentalism does not exist as 
a separate area of concern but is intricately bound up with ‘wider assessments 
ofやlocalやlife‒やandやunderstandingsやofやone‒sやownやabilityやtoやact╆ｲｹ This approach is 
particularly suited to the context of Belgrade today, where broad disillusion-
ment with the political elite and the continued economic crisis constrain the 
possibilities to act. Thus, in the following section, we provide an account of 
the original construction of New Belgrade, building upon the memories of in-
dividuals╆やPeople‒sやlivesやareやtiedやupやwithやtheやdevelopmentやofやtheやdistrict╇やfromや
itsやconceptionやasやaやsymbolやofやsocialism╇やitsやconRgurationやintoやaやresidentialやareaや
in which socialist and market mechanisms coexisted, and its further mutations 
during the transition period. As we will show, shared memories of participation 
in processes of urban change have created forms of activism that still resonate 
withやtoday‒sやcallsやforやmobilisationやwithinやtheやurbanやsemingやofやnewやBelgrade╆や

History, Memory, Participation  
and Environmental Consciousness

Radna Akcija and the Construction of New Belgrade

newやBelgradeやisやtheやlargestやboroughやofやBelgrade╇やoccupyingやanやareaやofやｴｱ╇ｰｰｰや
hectares that is separated from the old city by the river Sava. Approximately 
230,000 inhabitants live in housing estates of prefabricated buildings constructed 
mainlyやbetweenやｱｹｴｸやandやｱｹｹｰ╆やGreenやspaceやsurroundsやtheやresidentialやbuild-
ings, and wide boulevards provide the thoroughfares for public buses, trams, 
andやtrolleyやbuses╆やtheやbuildingsやvaryやinやquality╇やwithやthoseやinやtheやperipheralや
areasやandやnearやindustrialやzonesやbeingやofやlowerやqualityやthanやthoseやinやtheやcentralや

ｲｷややCf╆やJenniferやrobinson╇やordinaryやCities╆やBetweenやModernityやandやDevelopment╇やlondonやetや
al╆やｲｰｰｶ╉やabdoumaliqやsimone╇やCityやlifeやfromやJakartaやtoやDakar╆やMovementsやatやtheやCrossroads╇や
London et al. 2010.

ｲｸややVanesaやCastánやBrotoや etや al╆╇や stigmaやandやamachment╆やPerformanceやofや identityや inや anや
environmentallyやDegradedやPlace╇やSociety and Natural Resourcesやｲｳ╇やno╆わｱｰや〉ｲｰｱｰ《╇やｹｵｲまｹｶｸ╉やVanesaや
CastánやBroto╇やexploringやtheやlayのexpertやDivide╆やtheやamributionやofやresponsibilitiesやforやCoalや
Ash Pollution in Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Local Environmentやｱｷ╇やno╆わｸや〉ｲｰｱｲ《╇やｸｷｹまｸｹｵ╉や
VanesaやCastánやBroto╇やsymbolicやViolenceやandやtheやPoliticsやofやenvironmentalやPollutionやscience╆や
The Case of Coal Ash Pollution in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Antipodeやｴｵ╇やno╆わｳや〉ｲｰｱｳ《╇やｶｲｱまｶｴｰ╆

ｲｹややKateやBurninghamわのわDianaやthrush╇やexperiencingやenvironmentalやinequality╆やtheやeverydayや
ConcernsやofやDisadvantagedやGroups╇やHousing Studiesやｱｸ╇やno╆わｴや〉ｲｰｰｳ《╇やｵｱｷまｵｳｶ╇やｵｱｸ╆
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areas.30 The construction of New Belgrade was a highly symbolic project dur-
ing the socialist era, but it has been an area in continuous change. The area was 
designed to house a mix of social classes, but large areas were developed for 
high status groups such as the military.31 As Serbia has joined global markets 
since the 2000s, large boulevards and open spaces have become sites for new 
shoppingやcentres╇やandやtheやneighbourhoodやhasやbecomeやtheやcity‒sやnewやcentralや
business district. 
theやplanningやofやnewやBelgradeやbeganやinやｱｹｴｶやandやfromやtheやoutsetやwasやdesignedや

to be a socialist alternative to established cities of previous political orders.32 Its 
development had a ‘symbolic charge [which] greatly outweighed its practical 
necessity‒╆33 At the time, postwar Belgrade was in ruins with large numbers of 
homeless, and the country had few construction materials at its disposal, and 
a low level of mechanisation. Building a new socialist city ‘in the middle of 
aやSoodまplane‒ｳｴやturnedやresourcesやawayやfromやeTortsやtoやrepairやandやrebuildやtheやoldや
city╆やhowever╇やtheやconstructionやservedやanotherやrole╈やtoやcreateやandやcelebrateやtheや
newやYugoslavやworkers╆やWorkやbrigadesやrecruitedやfromやacrossやtheやnewやfedera-
tionやwereやmobilisedやtoやprovideやtheやlabourやforce╆やthisやisやhowやcitizensやRrstやputや
themselves into the picture of rebuilding New Belgrade (Figure 1). 

In the postwar period, citizen labour played a key role. It was used to create 
theやphysicalやinfrastructureやrequiredやforやindustrialisationやandやcontributedやtoやanや
oUcialやdiscourseやwhichやcelebratedやtheやsuperhumanやabilitiesやofやidealisedやsocialistや
citizens. In the Soviet model, mass participation in manual labour was known 
asやshockやwork╆やsusanやBuckまMorssやexplainedやitsやsymbolicやfunction╈やshockやworkや
wasやexecutedやinやrushesやorや】storms‒やbyやaやlargeやmanualやlabourやforceやwhoやaimedやtoや
produce awe inducing constructions or production runs.35 The construction of 
newやBelgradeやbeganやduringやtheやperiodやofやsovietやinSuenceやwithやanやinitialやdriveや
which saw 100,000 people working on the site over three years.36やForやYugoslavia╇や
this type of project created both infrastructure and national myths about the 

30ややMinaやPetrović╇やDiversiRcationやofやUrbanやneighbourhoods╆やtheやCaseやstudyやinやnewやBelま
grade, paper presented at the European Network for Housing Research (ENHR) Inter national 
Conference╇やromerdam╇やｲｵまｲｸやJuneやｲｰｰｷ╆

31ややPetrović╇やDiversiRcationやofやUrbanやneighbourhoods╆
32ややlilijanaやBlagojević╇やnoviやBeogradやoderやdieやhauptstadtやvonやniemandsland╇やStadtbauwelt 

ｴｷ╇やno╆わｴｸや〉ｲｰｰｴ《╇やｳｴまｴｱ╉やenglishやversionやlilijanaやBlagojević╇やnewやBelgrade╆やtheやCapitalやofやnoま
City‒sやland╇やArt-e-Factやｴや〉ｲｰｰｵ《╇やhmp╈ののartefact╆miｲ╆hrのいaｰｴのlangいenのtheoryいblagojevicいen╆htm╆や

33ややVladimirや Kulić╇や newや Belgradeや andや socialistや Yugoslavia‒sや threeや Globalisations╇や
International Journal for History, Culture and Modernityや ｲ╇やno╆わｲや 〉ｲｰｱｴ《╇や ｱｲｵまｱｵｴ╇や ｱｲｹ╇やDoi╈や
ｱｰ╆ｵｱｱｷのhCMｲｰｱｴ╆ｲ╆KUli╆

ｳｴややKulić╇やnewやBelgradeやandやsocialistやYugoslavia‒sやthreeやGlobalisations╇やｱｳｰ╆
35ややsusanやBuckまMorss╇やDreamworldやandやCatastrophe╆やtheやPassingやofやMassやUtopiaやinやeastや

andやWest╇やCambridgeのMa╇やlondonやｲｰｰｲ╆
36ややBlagojević╇やnoviやBeogradやoderやdieやhauptstadtやvonやniemandsland╆
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〉re《constructionやofやtheやYugoslavやnation╇やcelebratingやtheやYugoslavやcitizensやwhoや
were rebuilding their war torn country.ｳｷ

inやｱｹｴｸ╇やasやtheやRrstやfoundationsやofやnewやBelgradeやwereやbeingやdug╇やYugoslaviaや
broke from the Soviet Union and with this break came the need to distinguish 
Yugoslavia‒sやpolitics╆やByやtheやsummerやofやｱｹｵｰやthereやwasやaやshiftやawayやfromやtheや
sovietやmodelやofやshockやlabourやtowardsやprinciplesやofやselfまmanagement╆やYugoslavや
workers unions lobbied against the rhythm and mobility of shock work surges, 
and argued for more permanent employment within local areas. This move, 
UnkovskiまKoricaやargues╇やwasやdesignedやtoやputやworkers‒やcouncilsや〉unions《やatやtheや
centreやofやYugoslavia‒sやselfまmanagementやsystem╆ｳｸ The newly invented economic 
system aimed to devolve political power away from Soviet-style centralism to 
smaller, local political units. The extent to which this was achieved remained 
a subject of debate.ｳｹ

Yugoslaviaやcontinuedやtoやuseや】volunteer‒やworkingやactionsやwhichやsentやstudentsや
and workers around the country to work on infrastructure projects. These la-
bourやbrigadesやwereやoUciallyやvoluntary╇やalthoughやparticipationやcouldやalsoやbeや

ｳｷ  Paul Waley, From Modernist to Market Urbanism. The Transformation of New Belgrade, 
Planning Perspectivesやｲｶ╇やno╆わｲや〉ｲｰｱｱ《╇やｲｰｹまｲｳｵ╆

ｳｸややVladimirやUnkovskiまKorica╇やWorkers‒やCouncilsやinやtheやserviceやofやtheやMarket╆やnewやarchivalや
evidenceやonやtheやoriginsやofやselfまManagementやinやYugoslaviaやｱｹｴｸまｱｹｵｰ╇やEurope-Asia Studies 
ｶｶ╇やno╆わｱや〉ｲｰｱｴ《╇やｱｰｸまｱｳｴ╆

ｳｹややMilovanやĐjilas╇やtheやnewやClass╆やanやanalysisやofやtheやCommunistやsystem╇やlondonやｱｹｵｷ╆

Figureやｱ╈やlabourやactionや】Banovoやbrdo‒やinやｱｹｵｹ╇やaやmonthやofやarrangingやKošutnjak╆やsource╈や
privateやcollectionやofやMilicaやPopovićまMilicević╉やcopyrightやKulturklammer, with courtesy.
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understood as mandatory, given the social and institutional pressure to partici-
pate╆やthroughやtheやｱｹｶｰs╇やｱｹｷｰs╇やandやｱｹｸｰs╇やYouthやWorkingやactionsや〉Omladinska 

Radna Akcija《やbuiltや 】infrastructuralやmilestones‒やsuchやasやrailways╇やmotorways╇や
and, precisely, buildings in New Belgrade.ｴｰやsuchや】actions‒やtookやplaceやduringや
holidays and brought together young people from each Republic, mixing classes, 
ethnicities, urban, and rural communities to work and learn new skills.ｴｱ

Participation in these youth labour actions was a key part of the memories 
ofやmanyやBGやloGやparticipantsやthatやwereやinterviewedやthroughやｲｰｱｳ╆やstana╇やwhoや
now lives in New Belgrade, explained how participating in youth actions in 
New Belgrade changed her own perceptions of landscape, in contrast to those 
of her father, for example, who lamented the loss of the rural environment. For 
those who lived in or near Belgrade and worked on the construction of New 
Belgrade╇やtheやcity‒sやchangingやenvironmentやprovidedやaやrecordやofやdevelopment╆や
However, the new urban area did not erase the memories of previous rural 
landscapes, which had been built over.
likeやstana╇やotherやBGやloGやparticipantsやunderstoodやnewやBelgradeやinやrelationや

to their memories of the pre-urbanised landscape that it replaced. A married 
couple╇やGojkoやandやnovka╇やcameやfromやaやvillageやdisplacedやbyやtheやdevelopmentや
ofやnewやBelgradeやandや receivedやaやSatや inや compensation╆やtheyやmovedや inや andや
witnessed the dramatic change as the village became part of the city and farm 
labourersやbecameやfactoryやworkers╆やGojkoやdiscussedやtheやlabourやactionやfromやｱｹｷｶや
when his unit was built, and although he himself only participated occasionally 
in the action, he still remembered the celebrations that marked its completion. 
He remembered all the youth in the area being drawn in to hear live music and 
celebrateやtheやendやofやtheやlabourやaction╆やBothやstana‒sやandやGoijko‒sやmemoriesやofや
labour actions were positive, with no mention of darker experiences of exhaus-
tionやandやtuberculosis╇やwhichやwereやalsoやpartやofやthisやenforcedや】superhuman‒やorや
afterhours labour and mentioned by other participants.

Positive memories and nostalgia for this period also emerge in other publi-
callyやsharedやpersonalやreSections╇やforやexample╇やinやtheやFacebookやgroupsやthatやshareや
storiesやofやnewやBelgrade‒sやconstruction╆やFiguresやｲ╇やｳ╇やｴ╇やｵ╇やｶやandやｸやareやtakenやfromや
a digital collection created by the Facebook group called ‘Old pictures of New 
Belgrade‒や〉Stare Slike Novog Beograda《╆やtheやgroup‒sやphotosやcaptureやmemoriesやofや
theやstate‒sやprojectやofやproducingやanやindustrialisedやcountry╇やandやtheやcapacityやofや
local groups to contribute. This virtual group celebrates a sentiment of nostal-
giaやforやtheやYugoslavやversionやofやsocialismやandやforやhowやaやvisibleやimprovementや
ofやtheやqualityやofやlifeやwasやachievedやduringやthatやperiod╆やthisやnostalgiaやcelebratesや

ｴｰややDraganやPopović╇やYouthやlaborやactionや〉Omladinska radna akcija, ORA) as Ideological Holi-
dayまMaking╇やin╈やhannesやGranditsわのわKarinやtaylor╇やeds╇やYugoslavia‒sやsunnyやside╆やaやhistoryやofや
tourismやinやsocialism╇やｱｹｵｰsまｱｹｸｰs╇やBudapestやｲｰｱｰ╇やｲｷｹまｳｰｲ╇やｲｸｰ╆

ｴｱややPopović╇やYouthやlaborやaction╆
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Figureやｲ╈やWorkersやinやnewやBelgrade╇やpavilionやｱｴのｱｵ╆やsource╈やstareやslikeやnovogやBeogradaやFace-
bookやgroup╇やhmps╈ののwww╆facebook╆comのpagesのstareまslikeまnovogまBeograda╆やUsedやwithやpermission╆

Figureやｳ╈やnewやBelgradeやrises╆やsource╈やstareやslikeやnovogやBeogradaやFacebookやgroup╇やhmps╈のの
www╆facebook╆comのpagesのstareまslikeまnovogまBeograda╆やUsedやwithやpermission╆
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theやbestやofやselfまmanagementやandやYugoslavia‒sやabilityやtoやsteerやitsやownやdevelop-
mentalやpathやindependentlyやfromやbothやtheやsovietsやandやtheやWest╉やitやoverlooksやtheや
contradictions inherent in the system and how these impacted on everyday life. 

Living in New Belgrade. Experiencing Socio-Ecological Change

asやYugoslaviaやnegotiatedやitsやpositionやbetweenやtheやeasternやandやWesternやblocs╇や
its political focus shifted onto the economy and the ability for self-management 
toやdeliverやcomfortableやlivingやstandardsやforやall╆やtheやｱｹｶｰsやsawやpoliticalやreformsや
whichやaimedやtoやdecentraliseやeconomicやmanagementやstructuresやandやbemerやalignや
politicalやinstitutionsやwithやtheやprinciplesやofやselfまmanagement╆やtheやｱｹｶｳやconstitu-
tionやintroducedやtheやconceptやofや】localやcommunity‒や〉mesna zajednica) as the smallest 
political unit, described as the ‘basic cell of self-management society, its social, 
economic╇やpolitical╇やandやurbanやunit‒╆ｴｲ These reforms meant that care for the 
local environment and work in the neighbourhood became a form of political 
participation╆やalthoughやtheやdeRnitionやandやoperationやofやaや】localやcommunity‒やasや
a political unit remained vague, neighbourhoods were organised around the 
concept that local services should be provided for and managed by the local 
population.ｴｳやspeciRcやcommunityやcentresやwereやdesignatedやasやplacesやforやcollec-
tive discussions. In established urban neighbourhoods these spaces had to be 
carved out of existing buildings and sites, but in new neighbourhoods like those 
in New Belgrade they were included in the neighbourhood layout.
theやamemptやtoやcreateやaやnewやsocialやorderやthroughやtheやbuiltやenvironmentやwasや

alsoやpartやofやtheやlivedやexperiencesやofやtheやBGやloGやparticipants╆やtheirやmemoriesや
recalled not just the labour involved in constructing New Belgrade, but also the 
process of turning this new environment into a liveable neighbourhood. The 
buildings were designed to support a socialist consumer society, but creating 
thisやlifestyleやrequiredやmoreやthanやmodernistやplanningやandやtheやnewやneighbour-
hoodsやofやnewやBelgradeやwereやseenやasやlackingやanやurbaneやquality╆やresidentsやinやoldや
Belgrade, for example, felt pity for friends that went to live in New Belgrade, 
as if they were expelled from the urban centre to the far other side of the river 
Sava. Jelica remembered her neighbours moving out of the old centre during 
theやpostwarやperiod╇やworryingやthatやtheyやwouldやmissやoutやonやtheやcity‒sやculture╈や

Myやfatherやwasやaやpilotやandやhisやbestやfriend‒sやfamily╇やafterやheやdied╇やgotやaやSatやinやPavilionsや
[a neighbourhood in New Belgrade]. We [still] lived in the city centre […] and my 
grandmotherやwouldやsendやthemやaやcardやandやsay╈や】onやthursdayやiやamやcookingやajmokac 
》aやserbianやpepperやmeal『╉やcomeやalong‒╆や

ｴｲ  Marija Martinovic, Social Space, Property and Everyday Life. Common Areas in Socialist 
Yugoslavia╇やin╈やtheやProductionやofやPlace╆やConferenceやProceedings╇やUniversityやofやeastやlondon╇や
DocklandsやCampus╇やｲｰｱｲ╇やｱまｱｳ╆

ｴｳ  Martinovic, Social Space, Property and Everyday Life.
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Jelica‒sやgrandmother‒sやgestureやaimedやatやcreatingやaやtangibleやrelationshipやwithや
theや】old‒やBelgrade╇やsoやresidentsやofやnewやBelgradeやdidやnotやtoやmissやoutやonやtheや】real‒や
city╆やinやｱｹｶｵ╇やJelica‒sやownやfamilyやmovedやtoやnewやBelgrade╆やJelicaやrememberedや
how the area evolved from an area that had few facilities and a limited cultural 
lifeやintoやaやmoreやmultifacetedやurbanやenvironment╈

When I moved to New Belgrade, my whole life still revolved around old Belgrade 
[…]. I continued to go to school in the city, but later a lot of things in my life 
changed. In the meantime, New Belgrade got all the contents that a city should 
have╈やweやevenやhadやaやtheatre╇やaやcinemaや》╊『やiやarrivedやtoやnewやBelgradeやinやｱｹｶｵ╆や》╊『や
And now I do not go more than two or three times a year across the Sava river [to 
】old‒やBelgrade『╆やonlyやifやiやhaveやto╆

Jelica‒sやaccountやsummarisesやtheやprocessやwherebyやlivingやinやnewやBelgradeやturnedや
theやcityやintoやaやneighbourhoodやwithや】allやtheやcontentsやthatやaやcityやshouldやhave‒╇や
to the point that living in New Belgrade has become comparable to her life in 
】old‒やBelgradeや〉Figureやｴ《╆や
theやmakingやofやnewやBelgradeやisやalsoやmanifestやinやpeople‒sやaccountsやofやhowやSatsや

wereやallocated╆やhousingやallocationやservedやbothやtoやdemonstrateやtheやstate‒sやabil-

Figureやｴ╈やCreatingやanやurbanやcultureやinやnewやBelgrade╈やtheやmembersやofやtheやlemonやtreeや
band. source╈やstareやslikeやnovogやBeogradaやFacebookやgroup╇やhmps╈ののwww╆facebook╆comのpagesの
Stare-slike-Novog-Beograda. Used with permission.
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ity to provide for the average worker, 
and to reward status groups within the 
Yugoslavやpoliticalや economy╆やaccom-
modation standards in New Belgrade 
were subject to public scrutiny as ex-
amples to hold the government to ac-
count.ｴｴ This awareness came through 
inや Jelica‒sやmemoriesやofや aや neighbour-
hoodやcalledや】oldやMercator‒╇やallocatedや
to military personnel. The neighbour-
hood high rise buildings had been de-
signed for high status citizens with four 
bigやSatsやonやeachやSoor╈

Then Tito held the famous speech in 
Split about workers and the work-
ingや classや andや theやSatsやwereやdividedや
diagonally so that there are eight in 
eachやSoorやnow╆やtheやkitchenやisやliterallyや
a triangle. That was mostly divided 
among the workers of IMT (Industry 
of Machines and Tractors). They are 
reallyやworkers‒やSatsや》althoughやorigi-
nally] they were made to be huge, 
luxuriousやSats╆ｴｵ

New Belgrade hosted both high status group and working class people, in 
aやformやofやsocialやstratiRcationやthatやwasやcodedやinやtheやbuildings╆やnine╇やforやexample╇や
explainsやtheやspatialやdistributionやofやurbanやclasses╈や

hereやwasや aや labourers‒や semlement╇や thereや 》were『やpolice╇やmilitaryや andやpostや oUceや
》employees『╆やYouやknewやexactlyやwhoやmovedやintoやeachやbuilding╆やtheやmilitaryやhadや
theirやownやbuildings╇やtheやpoliceやhadやtheirやown╇やtheやpostやoUceやandやiMtやtheirやown╆

This ranking process incorporated employment status and other marks of sym-
bolicやimportanceやatやtheやtime╆やatやtheやsameやtime╇やthereやwereやamemptsやtoやconstructや
a classless society through the provision of standardised housing. Standardised 
also meant an uncharacteristic environment, in which disorientation was pos-
sibleやwithinやaやfamiliarやlandscape╇やasやnineやrecalls╈や

ｴｴややBrigemeやleやnormand╇やtheやhouseやthatやMarketやsocialismやBuilt╆やreform╇やConsumptionや
andやinequalityやinやsocialistやYugoslavia╇やeUiやWorkingやPaperやMWPやｲｰｰｸのｳｳ╇やhmp╈ののcadmus╆eui╆
euのhandleのｱｸｱｴのｹｲｸｹ╆

ｴｵ  IMT is a manufacturer of heavy machinery and previously was a large employer in 
the area.

Figureや ｵ╈やWomenやwalkingやonや theやprom-
enades of New Belgrade. source╈やstareやslikeや
novogやBeogradaやFacebookやgroup╇やhmps╈ののwww╆
facebook╆comのpagesのstareまslikeまnovogまBeogra-
da. Used with permission.
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When I moved in, I lived in [an area of] four-storey buildings—they were all the 
same. [Once] my mum sent me to buy bread […] I went and I did not know how 
to get back—no numbers, nothing, all the same.

aやspeciRcやvarietyやofやplaceや amachmentやwasや createdや throughや thisや amemptedや
classlessness╆やinやanやoUciallyやclasslessやsociety╇やsocialやstructureやwasやconnectedや
to the workplace and experienced through the allocation of housing and the 
neighbourhoodsやoneやlivedやandやworkedやin╆やForやexample╇やGojkoやdescribedやhowや
stronglyやhisやamachmentやtoやhisやplaceやofやworkやwasやembeddedやinやtheやsurroundingや
areaやwhereやheやstillやlivesや〉seeやFigureやｵ《╈

MyやRrmやisやiMt╇やiやwasやeagerやtoやbeやaroundやhereやandやnowやitやisやaやhabit╆やBelieveやme╇や
for a short period of time, my wife and I went across the river to the old city to live 
[…] but we did not like it at all. New Belgrade is urban, with wide streets, spacious, 
big promenades and the big planned green surfaces aside from this last part that is 
built╇やtheやghemo╇やasやtheyやcallやit╇やblocksやｶｱ╇やｶｲ╇やｶｳ╇やｶｴ╆やtheやotherやpartsやareやwonderfulや
andやtheやsava╊やyouやcanやseeやusやhereやalmostやeveryやevening╆やiやevenやlikeやRshing╇やweや
likeやwater╇やtheや】sea‒╇やthisや】sea‒やofやours╇やthisやsavaやriver╆

Gojkoやwitnessedやandやparticipatedや inや theや industrialisationやandや theやurbanisa-
tion of his local area. The agricultural life was replaced by a factory job with 
aやmassやproducedやSat╆やheや representsや anやarchetypicalやproletariatや experience╆や
Yet╇やhisやexperienceやwasやfeltやasやaやdeeplyやuniqueやpersonalやone╇やwhichやgeneratedや
aやprofoundやbutやspeciRcやamachmentやtoやhisやlocalやenvironment╆やinやsummary╇やtheや
accounts show how New Belgrade moved from being a symbol of the making of 
a nation to being part of the lived experiences of its residents who transformed 
it into a functioning and thriving neighbourhood. 

Transition and Turmoil in the 1990s

theやeconomicやcrisisやofやtheやｱｹｸｰsやprecipitatedやtheやbreakupやofやtheやfederation╇や
andやbyやtheやｱｹｹｰsやYugoslaviaやdissolvedやintoやwar╆やtheやliberalやcapitalistやeconomyや
was not immediately established. Serbian sociologists have distinguished two 
periodsやofやpostまsocialistやtransitionやinやserbia╉やtheやRrstやbetweenやｱｹｸｹやandやｲｰｰｰや
whichや isやdescribedや asや 】blocked‒や becauseや internationalや sanctionsやpreventedや
serbia‒sやeconomicやintegrationやintoやregionalやmarketsやandやserbianやpoliticalやelitesや
appropriated sectors of the economy.ｴｶ The second phase of transition started 
asやMiloševićや lostやpower╇やbutやhasやgainedやmomentumやonlyや sinceやｲｰｰｳ╇やwhenや
serbia‒sやeconomyやstartedやtoやmoveやtowardsやliberalisationやandやintegrationやintoや
EU market structures. 

ｴｶややMladenやlazićわのわslobodanやCvejić╇やPostまsocialistやtransformationやandやValueやChangesやofやtheや
Middle Class in Serbia, European Sociological Reviewやｲｷ╇やno╆わｶや〉ｲｰｱｰ《╇やｸｰｸまｲｳ╉やMladenやlazić╇や
serbia╆やtheやadaptiveやreconstructionやofやtheやelites╇やin╈やJohnやhigleyやのGyörgyやlengyel╇やeds╇やelitesや
afterやstateやsocialism╆やtheoriesやandやanalysis╇やlanhamのMD╇やoxfordやｲｰｰｰ╇やｱｲｳまｱｴｰ╆
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These phases are visible in changes to the built environment, as previous 
planningや standardsやandやnormsやhaveやbeenや replaced╆や inや theや earlyやｱｹｹｰs╇や ten-
ants in socially owned housing were given the right to buy their apartments 
inやaやmoveやwhich╇やPetrovićやargues╇やwasやpoliticallyやexpedientやandやnotやsubjectやtoや
public debate.ｴｷやsuchやSatsやwereやinitiallyやoTeredやatやroughlyやｳｰゾやofやtheirやmarketや
value╇やbutやbyやｱｹｹｳやhyperまinSationやhadやdramaticallyやreducedやtheirやcostやcausingや
aやrushやtoやbuy╆やByやtheやendやofやｱｹｹｳ╇やｹｵゾやofやBelgrade‒sやsociallyやownedやSatsやhadや
been bought up.ｴｸ This was accompanied by a dramatic reduction in living 
standards, and poverty shifted from rural areas to urban centres.ｴｹ On top of 
this╇やtheやarmedやconSictsやofやtheやｱｹｹｰsやmeant thatやBelgradeやreceivedやanやinSuxや
of displaced people with about 113,000 refugees registering in the city.50 The 
housingやshortageやbecameやchronic╇やdrivenやbyやanやestimatedやｱｰゾやincreaseやinやde-
mand. Under a war economy, political isolation and increased criminality, the 

ｴｷややMinaやPetrović╇やPostまsocialistやhousingやPolicyやtransformationやinやYugoslaviaやandやBelgrade╇や
European Journal of Housing Policyやｱ╇やno╆わｲや〉ｲｰｰｱ《╇やｲｱｱまｳｱ╆

ｴｸややPetrović╇やPostまsocialistやhousingやPolicyやtransformation╇やｲｱｹまｲｲｱ╆
ｴｹややUnitedやnationsやhumanやsemlementsやProgrammeや〉UnまhaBitat《╇やhousingやandやPropertyや

Rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia, and Montenegro, Nairobi 2005, 
hmp╈ののunhabitat╆orgのbooksのhousingまandまpropertyまrightsまbosniaまandまherzegovinaまcroatiaま
andまserbiaまandまmontenegroの╆

50ややradoslavやstevanović╇やizbeglištvoやiやDemografskiやrastやstanovništvaやsrbijeや》refugeesやandや
serbia‒sやDemographicやGrowth『╇やStanovništvoやｸ╇やnos╆わｱまｴ╇やｲｰｰｵ╇やｴｳまｶｰ╆

Figureやｶ╈やsandやandやmudやatやtheやedgeやofやnewやBelgrade╆やsource╈やstareやslikeやnovogやBeogradaや
Facebookやgroup╇やhmps╈ののwww╆facebook╆comのpagesのstareまslikeまnovogまBeograda╆やUsedやwithやper-
mission.
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much needed new housing was provided by private marketeers in unregulated 
environments╇やdescribedやbyやPetovarやasや】cowboyやcapitalism‒╆51 Self-provision of 
housing also rose so that the impact of citizens in urban development became 
aや】cumulativeやeTectやofやwidespreadやillegalやconstructionやpractices‒や〉Figureやｶ《╆52 

This situation has led to visible material changes. Ilija, for example, described 
the changes to the communal area in his building. He started by describing the 
community room in his residential block, where he had organised games and 
activitiesやforやtheやchildrenやofやtheやblock╈

thisやbuildingやhadやaやroomやofやaboutやｸｰm2. I had organised a voluntary donation, 
bought tables for ping-pong, nets, rackets, two school tables […]. When people 
moved out and left old tables and chairs [I used them] […] I gathered books and 
we had a library for our children from the building. We socialised there, our chil-
dren and the children from other buildings, [we] read books, played ping-pong. 
All until one day some rascals came, some druggies, and they took the keys to 
play ping-pong and they made love on the table with some girls. When I saw that, 
I went to school here to speak to the Head[master]. I asked him if he wanted to 
take the ping-pong table, rackets, balls and two chess sets as a donation. I told him 
thatやbuildingやnumberやｱｰｷやwasやgivingや》theseやthings『やbecauseやourやchildrenやgoや》toやhisや
school] there. I picked it all up and took it to the school.

ilijaやwentやonやtoやlinkやtheseやchangesやwithやbroaderやchangesやinやtheやpoliticalやeconomy╈
The big political shaking had begun [by then]. [The president of the local commu-
nity] reported to the council that we had extra living space [in our building]. The 
council gave the space to the heating plant and the plant gave it to a man who was 
aやporterやthereやandやheやturnedやitやintoやaやSatやforやhimselfやandやheやalreadyやhadやaやSatやinや
ｲｹthやofやnovemberやstreet╆やandやso╇やheやstillやlivesやinやthatやSat╇やweやareやleftやwithoutやaやclubや
inやtheやbuilding╉やthatやisやallやclosed╆

This enclosing and privatising of formerly socially owned space can be seen 
atやdiTerentやscales╇やfromやsmallやstorageやareas╇やtoやwholeやamics╆やareasやthatやwereや
onceやusedやbyやresidentsやwereやshutやoTやandやturnedやintoやprivateやassetsやthroughや
theやturmoilやofやtheやｱｹｹｰs╇やregardlessやofやtheやhousingやneedsやofやthoseやwhoやacquiredや
themや〉theやporterやinやtheやexampleやdidやnotやneedやitやbecauseやheやhadやanotherやSat《╆や
New Belgrade today bears witness to the impact of this turbulent period. 
Wide boulevards have been narrowed as new buildings have been erected to 
increaseやtheやdensityやofやneighbourhoods╆やalongやwithやinRlling╇やthereやareやinformalや

51ややKsenijaやPetovar╇やtheやsocialやandやPoliticalやBasisやofや theやDestructionやofやBelgrade‒sやBuiltや
environmentやatやtheやCloseやofやtheやｲｰthやCentury╇やin╈やsvenやGustavsson╇やed╇やstockholmむBelgrade╆や
Proceedingsや fromや theやthirdやswedishまserbianやsymposiumや inやstockholm╇やstockholmやｲｰｰｷ╇や
ｱｱｷまｱｲｵ╆

52ややsretanやVujovićわのわMinaやPetrović╇やBelgrade‒sやPostまsocialistやUrbanやevolution╆やreSectionsや
byやactorsやinやtheやDevelopmentやProcess╇やin╈やKirilやstanilov╇やed╇やtheやPostまsocialistやCity╆やUrbanや
FormやandやspaceやtransformationsやinやCentralやandやeasternやeuropeやafterやsocialism╇やDordrechtや
ｲｰｰｷ╇やｳｶｱまｳｸｴ╇やｳｶｱ╆
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additions to older buildings that have changed their aesthetics and the service 
provisionやatや theやneighbourhoodやlevel╆やGreenやspacesやhaveやbecomeやcarやparks╇や
and the heating and water infrastructure struggles to cope with the demands 
of additional population. Residents of New Belgrade read into the built envi-
ronment a change in social norms, and their personal accounts indicated the 
continued sense of responsibility for the built environment and frustration at 
not being able to act on this.

In addition to these material changes to the local area, there have been 
changes in the institutions that govern social relations. The local community 
has disappeared in practical terms. For residents such as Ilija, local authorities 
play no role in managing neighbourhoods, which compares negatively with 
theirやmemoriesやofやlifeやearlierやonやinやnewやBelgrade╈や

Twenty years ago we had our police, three men who were responsible for New Bel-
grade […] we introduced our children to them […] They sat with us in the garden, 
watchedやhowやweやplayedやchess╈やourや】domesticやpolice‒╇やasやweやcalledやthem╆やthat‒sやgoneや
now╇やnowやitやisやchaos╇やSowerやpotsやupturned╇やswingsやbroken╊やinやtheやnightや》thugs『や
turn around the containers […]. They enter the communal space, the local shop… 
iやcomplainedやonceやandやiやwasやtold╈や】What‒sやitやtoやyou╇やoldやman′‒

DušanやfromやtheやPensioner‒sやClubやinやBlockやｷｰやexplainedやtheやcollapseやofやtheやYugo-
slav political economy through the breakdown of the housing allocation system. 
WhenやheやarrivedやheやwasやoTeredやanやopportunityやtoやpayやcashやtoやaccessやaやSat╇やbutや
choseやnotやto╆やheやexplained╈や】iやcouldやhaveやgivenやｸ╇ｰｰｰやeuros╇やbutやbecauseやiやwasや
aやpilot╇やiやwasやwaitingやforやaやSatやandやtheyやfoxedやme╆や》People『やyoungerやthanやmeや
gotやSatsやandやtheyやwereやnotやevenやpilots╆‒
theやtransRgurationやofやtheやhousingやallocationやsystemやwasやperceivedやasやaやbe-

trayal╆やtodayやDušanやisやstillやlivingやinやtheやemergencyやaccommodationやheやreceivedや
inやtheやearlyやｱｹｹｰs╆やheやdescribesやtheやestateやasやusurpedやbyやanやillegitimateやauthorityや
fullやofや】crooksやandやthieves‒╆やthisやisやexperiencedやthroughやtheやbuiltやenvironment╈

inやblockやｶｳやthere‒sやsomeやMartinovićやguyやwhoやhasやbuiltやonやtheやgreenやspace╆やFirstや
heやsaidやthatやheやwouldやbuildやaやcopyやshopやandやnowやhe‒sやopenedやsomeやrestaurant╉や
thenやheやinstalledやsomeやairまconditioningやunitsやsoやweやhaven‒tやbeenやableやtoやsleepやforや
aやyearやnowやbecauseやweやcan‒tやopenやtheやwindow╆やtenやtimesやi‒veやbeenやtoやhisや》place『やtoや
complain╇やbutやtheyやaren‒tやbudgingやonやtheやmamerやatやall╆やWeやevenやbroughtやinやstudioや
B television the other day [to publicise the problem], and the man does not want 
to do anything. The whole building is noisy. It stinks. So, we brought in the local 
authority, but he bribed them. They come, measure, and say all is well.

DušanやexplainedやdiTerentやformsやofやsocialやmobilisationやheやhadやspearheadedやbutや
withoutやbeingやableやtoやRndやtheやinstitutionalやsupportやtoやactやuponやdoorstepやissuesや
as noise and smell. His account shows the disappearance of mechanisms for 
citizensやtoやparticipateやinやtheやproductionやofやanやequitableやandやhighやqualityやurbanや
environment. 
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FigureやｷやshowsやanやimageやtakenやfromやtheやcurrentやlimitsやofやnewやBelgradeやwhereや
the built environment ends and the marsh environment of waterlogged sand 
emerges╆やitやisやanやimageやthatやshowsやhowやtheやarea‒sやecologyやbecameやpartやofやtheや
urbanやsemingやinやwhichやnewやBelgradersやlived╆やtheやsandやRguredやinやtheやstoriesやofや
theやBGやloGやparticipantsやasやtheやrepresentationやofやnothingness╇やtheやmaterialityや
ofやdesert╆やequally╇やpeople‒sやstoriesやgiveやaやsenseやofやparalysisやandやofやtheやlackやofや
the kind of mobilisation that had led to the construction of this new city space 
inやtheやRrstやplace╆やtheやsenseやofやprideやwithやwhatやwasやachievedやcontrastsやwithやtheや
lackやofやchannelsやtoやactやuponやtheirやlocalisedやformsやofやactivism╆やBGやloGやshowedや
aやdecliningやneighbourhoodやthatやhardlyやcorrespondsやwithやpeople‒sやmemoriesや
ofやtheirやownやhopesやforやtheやcity‒sやfuture╆や

Limits to Activism Within the Urban Environment

thereやisやaやmythicalやqualityやtoやtheやnewやBelgradeやofやmemoriesやandやstoryまtelling╆や
There is a myth of urban and rural coexistence generated by remembering how 
the built environment of today was produced through processes of rapid urbani-
sationやandやindustrialisation╆やresidents‒やaccountsやshowやthatやtheやneighbourhoodや

Figureやｷ╈やaやpostcardやshowingやimagesやofやtheやconstructionやofやnewやBelgrade╆やtheやscriptや
reads╈や】theyやbuiltやnewやBelgrade╊やcomradeやbrigadiers╇やthanKやYoU╊‒╆やsource╈やstareや
slikeやnovogやBeogradaやFacebookやgroup╇や hmps╈ののwww╆facebook╆comのpagesのstareまslikeまnovogま
Beograda. Used with permission.
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is still remembered as a rural one, as if the old rural livelihoods were dormant 
beneath the asphalt. In this manner, New Belgrade is constructed as an ‘only-
justまurbanやenvironment‒╉やoneやwhichやisやstillやdescribedやasやsandy╇やswampy╇やandや
muddy╆やPerceptionsやofやtheや】rural‒やasやuncontrollableやorやuncivilisedやareやoverlaidや
withやcontemporaryやunderstandingsやofやnewやBelgradeやasやbeingや】beyondやcontrol‒╇や
butやtheyやalsoやobserveやurbanisationやasやaやtransformationやthatやrequiredやsacriRces╈や

There, where the heating plant (toplana) is, we used to bathe. We picked bamboo 
andやsoldやit╆やagesやagoやthisやwasやallやunderやponds╉やfromやStudentski Grad (Student City) 
to here, there was nothing. I even remember when it was demolished—that dam 
where the railway was. All has drastically changed.

These accounts reproduce the sense of profound environmental contradic-
tions, and a sense of nostalgia for the rural environments that enabled a closer 
connection with resources such as bamboo and water. That sense of rurality, 
however╇やwasやneverや extinguished╆やYet╇や theやbuiltやurbanやenvironmentや isや alsoや
linked to another myth, one about the possibilities for citizens to shape their 
own environment through collective work. Claiming these myths of collective 
action through the narration and representation of memories is also a form of 

Figureやｸ╈やaやnewやconstructionやprojectやinやnewやBelgrade╆やsource╈やprivateやcollectionやofやnelaやMilić╆
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contemporaryやactivism╆やFigureやｸ╇やforやexample╇やaやpostcard╇やshowsやtheやgrateful-
nessやtoやtheや】comradeやbrigadiers‒やwhoやbuiltやtheやnewやcity╆

The project of building New Belgrade provided a number of direct and indirect 
ways of participating in the transformation of the environment. If the construc-
tion of New Belgrade achieved an urban space out of marshland, the turmoil 
ofやtheやｱｹｹｰsやmeantやthatやstandardsやofやlivingやrevertedやtoやmoreやbasic╇やsurvivalistや
ones. Today there is an ongoing concern that standards of living continue to fall 
short. Corruption permeates all discussions about city life. Where previously 
there were a variety of ways to contribute to urban spaces and civic identities, 
today these institutional conditions do not exist. In the face of violence against 
the urban environment, there are no arenas for urban environmentalism. 

The night clubs built on moored river rafts are a metaphor of this develop-
ment as they create an excruciating noise which makes life impossible for many. 
newやBelgradeやisやboundedやbyやtheやsavaやandやDanubeやriversやandやtheやwaterfrontsや
provideやfootやandやcycleやpathsやforやtheやcity╆やasやBelgrade‒sやrealやestateやmarketやhasや
movedやintoやtheやglobalやeconomy╇やtheやcity‒sやoldやindustrialやwaterfrontsやareやpro-
vidingやnewやdevelopmentやspaceやforやglobalやRnance╆やButやthereやisやlimleやformalやde-
velopmentやonやnewやBelgrade‒sやbanks╆やinstead╇やcafesやandやbarsやSoatやinやtheやwater╆や
Some mentioned these promenades as characterising the area, but for those 
living by the river the night clubs are a nuisance. The interviewees associated 
themやwithやnoise╇やviolence╇やandやformsやofやcriminalityやsanctionedやbyやBelgrade‒sや 
political elite. 

Ana is a Romanian lady who arrived in New Belgrade with her oldest daugh-
terやinやｱｹｷｵやandやmovedやintoやaやSatやwithやaやterraceやoverlookingやtheやsava╆やherやac-
count of the changes, grounded in the myth of the labour actions, provided 
aやsummaryやofやnewやBelgrade‒sやdevelopmentやdiscussedやabove╈や

iやrememberやwhenやtheやyouthやmadeやthisやbeauty╆やiやrememberやwhenやallやwasやRnishedや
and [there were] boats so we [could] go to [the island] Ada properly and not with 
fear. From then on ‘til today it was beautiful, silence, we did not even use keys, or 
have interphones. The children would play on the playground, clean. The moth-
ersやwouldやcallやoutや】Vesna╇やsilvana╇やBojan╇やcomeやhomeやforやlunch‒╆やandやnow╇やthereや
isやsilence╇やweedやgrows╊やitやstartedめthieves╇やdrugやaddicts╈やdisaster╆やandやthenやweや
used interphones, all sorts of keys and feared the stranger ringing the bell. The 
neighbourhoodやbrokeやup╈やnoやoneやcontactsやanyoneやtoday╆やitやhasやbeenやlikeやthisやforや
aboutやｱｵやyears╆やthereやisやnoやcoTee╇やorやnewやYears‒やeve╇やorやcaringやforやotherやpeople‒sや
children […]. It is nice here now, but it is private, everyone is lonely, sad […].

thisやdecliningやsenseやofやneighbourhoodやisやexempliRedやbyやtheやconSictsやrepre-
sentedやbyやtheやclubsやinやtheやriverやandやtheやnoiseやpollution╈や

The music is terrible, believe me […]. One night I could not take it anymore. It was 
very cold outside and I took a coat and went outside to see if I could at least report 
them╆や》╊『やiやsawやallやmyやneighbours‒やlightsやwereやon╆やitやwasやｳ╆ｱｵやinやtheやmorning╇やbutや
no one had the courage to report it […] When I got close to some gusar [pirate], I 
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gotやscaredやandやthoughtや】run╇やtheyやwillやkillやanやoldやwoman‒╆や》╊『やiやcameやback╇やclosedや
myやearsやandやprayedやtoやGodやtoやfallやasleep╆

Left without any support, whether this is at the national or local level, citizens 
drawやonやtheやexperienceやfromやtheやpastやsystemやofやYugoslavやsocialismやtoやchallengeや
the problems that manifest in their everyday lives. Addressing their problems 
would mean engaging with the individuals that encroach their collective goods, 
e.g. with noise, but this entails danger because such action would put them in 
confrontationやwithやthoseやwhoやproRtやfromやtheやnowやestablishedやirregularities╆や
likeやana╇やilijaやreferredやtoやaやsenseやofやlostやorderやandやdanger╈や

Some order should be created, but there is no one to collaborate with, or talk to, to 
comeやhere╉やthereやisやnoやoneやinやtheやlocalやcommunityやoUceやtoやaddress╉やsomeやpresidentや
thatやcouldやreact╆やheやcouldやinSuenceやtheやcouncilやpresident╇やcallや theやcouncilやstaT╇や
communal service, police […]. There is no support, everyone is afraid of everyone, 
threats […] so, people withdrew.

There are many accounts of disillusionment with the state and disappoint-
mentやwithやpeopleやwhoやabandonedやsolidarityやatやtheやendやofやYugoslavia╇やbutやnewや
generations are using novel grassroots structures, whether borrowed from 
Westernやmodelsやorやnot╇やtoやbuildやaやdesireやforやaやdiTerentやsystemやtoやcontributeやtoや
the community. Artists are moving into abandoned community spaces, tagging 
whatやusedやtoやbeやsociallyやownedやpropertyやwithやgraUti╇やdrawingやamentionやtoやtheや
potential for using the urban environment as a resource for political organisa-
tion╆やtheやBGやloGやprojectやisやbutやoneやofやnumerousやexamples╆やhowever╇やactionsや
are developed very cautiously, both because they relate to an ethos which does 
not correspond to the reinvented city after the transition, and because people 
feel threatened by both the lack of support of current governance structures 
and the pervasive corruption of authorities.
ProjectsやlikeやBGやloGやhaveやemergedやfromやtheやneedやtoやbuildやaやsenseやofやcollec-

tive capacity to intervene in changing the immediate environment. Idealised 
memories of collective action such as shock work and the way New Belgrade was 
transformed into a thriving neighbourhood, however selective, are employed 
asやaやmeansやtoやthinkやwhatやcanやbeやdoneやinやtoday‒sやurbanやenvironment╆や

Conclusion 

Our analysis emerges from an approach to environmental politics that starts 
exploringやpeople‒sやrelationshipやtoやtheirやlocalやenvironmentやandやquestioningやhowや
they understand their ability to act on or through the environment to create the 
kind of areas they want to live in. We have found that this approach highlights 
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local forms of civic participation that might be otherwise missed when searching 
forやenvironmentalやmovementsやthatやmatchやanやexternallyやdeRnedやideal╆や
Urbanやenvironmentsや areやkeyや sitesや forや theや redeRnitionやofや socioまecologicalや

relations. Such relations emerge in the context of everyday experiences of the 
city and its environment as manifested in doorstep issues.53 These doorstep 
issues have worsened in the post-transition context both because of the lack 
of capacity of the authorities to govern the urban environment and because of 
the unsanctioned proliferation of activities that are perceived as dirty and un-
safe by local residents. Residents themselves feel that they lack capacity to act 
both because they lack a point of reference of an authority and because of the 
sheer fear of intervening against violent groups or organised criminals. In this 
context, environmental mobilisation, whatever its type, needs to be celebrated 
and supported. 
oneやwayやtoやdoやsoやisやbyやRndingやaやcommonやbaseやforやenvironmentalやmobilisa-

tionやinやrelationやtoやpeople‒sやsharedやhistoriesやandやmemories╆やWeやhaveやhighlightedや
people‒sや accountsや ofや theirや cityや asや establishingや theやgroundsや forやprogressiveや
environmentalやaction╆やourやnarrativeやofやnewやBelgrade‒sやpostwarやevolutionやhasや
provided an overview of a number of forms of collective participation and ac-
tion. We have highlighted the contrast between the labour actions and the way 
the city was shaped in a subtle way by a range of practices of living in the city, 
in which the city became reimagined and appropriated beyond state plans. 

In New Belgrade the breakdown of the state and the collapse of possibilities 
for action has been experienced through the built environment, but this also 
shows how struggles to normalise relations and to improve conditions can be 
mobilised in response to these infringements and absences of order. The picture 
isやbleak╈やcitizensやhaveやbeenやlosingやpublicやspaces╇やtheirやenvironmentやhasやbeenや
infringedやupon╇やandやtheyやhaveやnotやbeenやableやtoやRndやspacesやtoやactやagainstやtheseや
developments. In this context, their memories of a past in which they intervened 
in the making of the city and actively shaped their environment constitute a key 
anchorage for mobilising around environmental issues. 
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